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ORIGINAL
H)R THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF
DALLAS DIVISION
S E C U ~ E AND
S
EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,

COMPLAINT
Plaintiff,

8-07CV1397-~

vs.

INTER GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIESf INGf and
MICHAEL E. TOMAYKO

avil Action No.

Defendants.
Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission alleges as follows:

SUMMARY
From about January 2004 and through at least Fall of 2006, Inter Global
Technologies, Inc. ("IGr') and its founder Michael E. Tomayko ("Tomayko")ised

more than

$14.5 million from over 900 domestic and foreign investors through the fraudulent,

unregistered sale of securities. Claiming to own three valuable licenses to construct oil
refineries in Indonesia, Defendants snared investors with promises of immense wealth once IGT
procured the $15 billion necessary to build the refineries.
Promising immediate returns of as much as 1000O!I Tomayko repeatedly told his
victims that IGT would imminently receive funding for construction of the refineries. Over a

period of nearly bvo years, Tomayko M d investors that the funding would come from a number
of sources: a financial windfall from letters of credit or other bank instruments provided by a
wealthy contact in Indonesia; a vault filled with gold bullion and guarded by tribal elders; and
the largess of the Saudi royal family. All the while, Defendants continued to solicit additional
investor funds.
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Venue lies in this Court pursuant to Section 22(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C.

5 77v(a)J and Section 27 of the Exchange Act [IS U.S.C. g 78aa],

because certain of the acts

and transactions described herein took place in the Northern District of Texas.

9.

IGT is a Texas corporation created by Tomayko in October 1997. IGT's principal

place of business is Irving, Texas
10.

Tomayko, age 59, resides in Irving, Texas and is president and majority owner of

IGT. Tomayko controls I W s day-to-day operations, including directing payments from IGT's

-

bank accounts, communicating with existing and potential investors and writing IGT Daily
Reports. Tomayko filed for personal bankruptcy protection in 1983 and 1997.

I n the late 1990s, Tomayko met an Indonesian national named Mappasulle, who
claimed access to licenses to build oil refineries in Indonesia. Eventually, the Defendants and
Mappasulle entered into a joint venture to build three refineries at an expected cost of $15
billion. Defendants agreed to raise funds from investors, while Mappasulle promised that he
would exploit his purported contacts in Indonesia to maintain the licenses and obtain financing.
Over the course of their relationship, Mappasulle has received over $2.3 million of investor
funds. Defendants, however, have never obtained any reliable indication (such as a legal
opinion or third-party professional appraisal) that the licenses are of any value, nor have they
monitored Mappasulle's use of investor pmeeds.

From January 2004 through at least June 2006, IGT raised approximately $11.5
million from sales of preferred stock to over 900 U.S. and international investors. IGT and
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Tomayko sold the stock directly and through an informal network of existing shareholders who
were encouraged to tell friends and family about the IGT investment opportunity. histing
investors often arranged for meetings at the shareholder's home or a local meeting place
between a group of potential investors and IGT representatives. Tomayko and other IGT
representatives attended some of the larger investor meetings and often participated by
telephone at the smaller or more remote gatherings. Prospective investors also contacted IGT
directly and were given information about the company's history and business prospects.

13.

During the meetings, and in response to direct inquiries by prospective investors,

Tomayko and other IGT representatives, using information ~ o m a ~ pwided
ko
them, claimed
that IGT, through Mappasulle's company, had exclusive licenses to build Indonesian refineries
and that it was seeking financing for those projects. Tomayko and IGT representativestold
investors that the money raised through stock sales would be used to keep the licenses current,
to fund the offices of IGT and its Indonesian partner, and to pay expenses associated with
obtaining financing.
14.

Defendants also provided investors and potential investors with written

rnaterlals. The written communications came in two prinapal forms: a private placement
memoranda packet and frequent newsletters called "Daily Reports."
Many prospective investors were provided with an IGT Private Placement
Memorandum ("PPM"), subscription agreement and purchaser questionnaire. Throughout the

offering period, IGT utilized four PPMs, all identical except for the ofiring date. IGT did not
require investors to complete the purchaser questionnaires or any part of the subscription
agreement other than name, address, telephone number and amount of Investment. Tomayko
was involved in the creation of the PPM, reviewed and approved its content, and authorized its

dissemination.
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Each PPM represented that IGT was offering up to $1million of its preferred

stock at $1per share. IGT, however, raised at least $11.5 million from preferred stock sales
during the relevant period. The PPMs also described IGT as an environmental consulting and
cleanup company and stated that it had not previously offered any securities for sale. Lastly,
the PPM represented that the company had not compensated any officer or director.
17.

The PPMs did not provide investors with any meaningful disclosures about IGT

or it's Indonesian refinery project. Indeed, Tomayko appears to have merely copied a form of
document used at his prior employer, an environmental remediation business, and changed a

few names.
18.

In addition to the PPMs, Tomayko created Daily Reports and used them to solicit

new investors, as well as to mollify existing investors. Tomayko initiated the Daily Reports by
January 2004, issuing two or three per week. These reports purported to describe IGT's efforts
to secure financing, including the names of potential financing sources, accounts of meetings
with important figures, claims that IW had signed various key contracts and agreements, dates
when funding would occur and when possbeil

dividend payments would be made to

shareholders.
19.

Defendants communicated to investors that they could expect to recelve return

of their investment principal within two or three months after they invested, with additional
monthly returns to follow. Defendants told other investors that they would receive dividends of
at least $1per share when the initial financing occurred and a much larger amount when the
projects were fully funded. In addiion, Tomayko represented that dividends would most likely
continue throughout the refinery construction.
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20.

In June 2006, after the SEC made an initial inquiry about IGT's activities, the

Defendants, through counsel, represented in writing that they had ceased raising funds from
investors and had no plans to offer or sell additional securities in the future.
21.

In fact, however, Defendants were at the time conducting, and continued to

conduct for some period thereafter, a new offering of purported "joint venture interests." This
solicitation ultimately raised an additional $3 million from 49 investors.
22.

Defendants solicited these investments through one-page "joint venture

agreements," which promised investors one share of preferred stock for each dollar contributed.
The agreement promised an immediate 500% return once IGT conduded financing for the

refineries. Some agreements also promised investors additional returns of up to 1000% from
other transactions Tomayko was purportedly working on with Indonesian contacts. Tomayko
continued to represent that investor funds raised through the joint venture offerings would only
be used to maintain the refinery licenses and consummate the financing transadons.
DANTS' M

s

Tomayko and IGT touted the value and exclusivity of the refinery licenses. The
Commission, however, is informed and believes that these licenses do not exist or do not have

the value Defendants ascribed to them. It is likely that IGT, in fact, did not have the
unconditional right to build refineries, but rather had correspondence that constituted the first
step toward obtaining the right to construct refineries. Tomayko and IGT did virtually nothing

to substantiate the licenses' validity, exdusMty or value. For example, although Tomayko and
other IGT employees made numerous trips to Indonesia to participate in meetings, they relied
entlrely on Mappasulle because they did not speak Indonesian. IGT never hired any
XC v. Inter G-1
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professionalsl such as lawyersl engineers or accountants, to verify the existence or value of the
licenses or the actual construction of the refineries. I n short, Tomayko had no legitimate basis
to believe that the refinery licenses were worth anything. Nonetheless, he readily represented
to investors that these licenses were the key to incredible wealth.
24.

Tomayko and IGT also did nothing to verify that the millions of dollars sent to

Mappasulle, supposedly to maintain the licenses and cover operating expenses, were used
appropriately. Their representations to investors and prospective investors that investor funds
would be, and were being, used in this fashion thus had no reasonable basis.

25.

Defendants repeatedly promised investors and potential investors enormous

returns once IGT obtained financing for the refineries. Throughout the relevant period,
Defendants also repeatedly represented to investors and potential investors that IGT had
received, or would shortly receive, the funds necessary to build the refineries. I n fact,
Defendantst promises of remuneration based on IGPs imminent procurement of financing had
no reasonable basis.
26.

In oral presentations and the Daily Reports, Tomayko and IGT continuously

communicated purported new developments and impending deals to fund the refineries. At

times, the Daily Reports stated that financing had been secured and that dividend payments
were on the way. Indeed, one Daily Report induded a form for investors to provide their

banking information to facilitate an imminent dividend distribution.
To induce investors to part with their money, Tomayko spun exotic tales of vast
wealth held by his Indonesian business contacts and their promises to make their assets
available to fund the refineries. As recounted in Tomaykots investor conference calls and
written updates, IGT identified two prinapal potential funding sou~esfor the refineries.
SEC v. Inter Gh&/ T&no&ks,
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Initially, IGT and Tomayko told investors that funding would be provided by Ms.

Dani Ismulatie, a supposedly wealthy Indonesian who claimed to possess massive gold reserves
maintained at or by Union Bank of Swilzerland ("UBS"). Although Ismulatie lived in a modest
home and had to ask IGT to pay even the smallest of her expenses, Tomayko repeatedly
assured investors that she was an heir to the fortune of former Indonesian president Sukarno.
29,

Ismulatie provided Tomayko with purported UBS bank documents which she

claimed proved that she had billions of dollars in gold reserves. Without making any effort to
verify the authenticity of Ismulatie's claims or documents, IGT and Tomayko wired Ismulatie
more than $1million of investor money over two years, purportedty to pay her travel costs and
fees for creating bank documents, such as letters of credit, and transferring of those documents

to Tomayko.

30.

Tomayko and IGT also included copies of purported banking documents in many

Daily Reports to bolster claims that Ismulatie had billions of dollars in gold reserves from which
to provide financing. Tomayko never made any effort to authenticate these documents or
Ismulatie's background before presenting these documents to investors. Had he done so, he
would have learned that the documents were forgeries. Indeed, even after numerous
documents were presented to UBS bank and rejected, Tomayko continued to tout Ismulatie as
a source of capital. IGT, however, never received any funding from Ismulatie.

31.

At various times, Tomayko and IGT also reported to investors that hundreds of

millions of dollars had been placed on Euroclear -the international securities clearinghouse - in
his name, by various funding groups. Tomayko attached what he contended were Euroclear
documents to the Daily Reports b support this daim. I n Fact, the documents were wholly
bogus. Among other things, the puqmkd Eurodear documents reflected transactions, such as
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bank guarantees and letters of credit, which Euroclear does not even process. Again, Tomayko
had no basis to believe these documents were authentic or reflected actual transactions.

32.

Tomayko also convinced investors that IGT was uniquely situated to obtain

Indonesian "domestic gold" under the control of local "elders." Tomayko told investors that
IGT, through its Indonesian contacts, had negotiated with one of these elders who purportedly
controlled over a million metric tons of gold kept in a secret underground vault. Tomayko
asserted that the elder was willing to use the gold to fund the refineries. Tornayko repeatedly
tantalized investors with descriptions of the vastness of wealth under the elder's control. For
example, he wrote in one report:
"Imagine if you will, nearly seven acres of flat farmland, two hours
from Jakarta. Visualize descending 15 meters to a warehouse
under this entire seven acres. Where a floor of imported jade, 20
centimeter (s) thick encompasses the entire property. And then
visualize one million one hundred thousand metric tons of gold
placed on top of this jade flooring."
Tomayko's assurances to investors about the existence of the "domestic gold"
and IGT's access to it had no reasonable basis. In spite of his colorful descriptions to investors,
Tomayko now admits that he never actually saw this alleged vault His only bases for these
representationswere the unverified statements of persons seeking money and two small gold

bars Tomayko saw during one trip to Indonesia. Nonetheless, Defendants sent hundreds of
thousands of dollars of investor funds to individuals who claimed access to these vast gold
reserves. Not surprisingly, IGT never received any financing from this source.
34.

Defendants never disclosed to investors that these purported sources of capital

were unverified and lacked all credibility. While Tomayko and IGT repeatedly enticed and lulled
investors with claims that financing was imminent, they had no reasonable basis for believing
that these sources were capable of funding the refineries.
SEC v. In& G-/
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Over time, as unfulfilled promises about funding from Ismulatie and the elders

began to grow stale, Tomayko claimed that he had obtained access to new sources of
financing-sources as farfetched and dubious as those that came before. For example, during
2005 or 2006, Tomayko began representing to investors that a self-proclaimed wealthy
Indonesian businessman living in Malaysia was prepared to access $8.7 billion he supposedly
was holding "out of the banking system" to assist funding the IGT refinery project. I n fact,
despite having no legitimate basis to accept this individual's claims, Tomayko wired $638,000 of
investor money to this individual. To date, this individual has not provided any funds for the
refinery project.

36.

Subsequently, Tomayko told investors that a company controlled by members of

the Saudi royal family would be funding the refineries. Again, Tomayko's assertions to investors
had no reasonable basis and IGT has received no funding from the Saudis.

37.

Even as these sources of financing were proving themselves illusory, however,

Tomayko continued to use the Daily Reports to raise millions of dollars in additional funds from
existing investors. I n the typical funding pitch, Tomayko described some additional obstacle

-

that had arisen such as a bank fee that had to be paid or meeting space that needed to be

secured - or would relay a request from Ismulatie or one of the "elders" for advancement of
travel or administrative costs. On other occasions, he asserted that more funds were necessaw
to maintain the refinery permits and licenses or to pay IGT's or its Indonesian partner's

operating expenses. He then asked investors to wire or mail additional funds, which he would

add to their investment. Many investors acted on these funding calls and invested more
money.
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38.

As IGT investors waited patiently to receive any remuneration from their

investments, Tomayko, without disclosure to investors, spent a substantial portion of investor
funds for his own personal use and benefit. The PPM specifically represented that no IGT
officer or director would receive compensation from investor funds. Nonetheless, between
2004 and 2006, Tomayko diverted at least $3.4 million of IGT investor funds for his personal
use, including $280,000 in transfers to his personal account; $160,000 on mortgage and
property tax payments for his home; $127,000 in car lease payments, insurance and
maintenance; $101,000 in personal income tax payments and back taxes and penalties; and
$115,000 on tickets for sporting events and concerts.

39.

Tomayko also used IGT investor funds to pay for a number of extravagant trips,

including:
$45,000 to attend the 2006 N8A Finals in Miami, induding $3,000 in first dass airline
tickets, six game tickets totaling $19,200; $9,355 in hotel charges (including over $1300
in mini-bar charges) for Tomayko and his guest; over $8,000 for purchases at two
exclusive women's dothing stores; and approximately $2,500 for meals;
$30,000 in September 2006 at a luxury Hawaiian resort hosting his daughter's wedding,

including $1,800 per night for his own suite; hotel charges for family members and IGT
employees; $4,379 for a group dinner; and $3,100 at a jewelry store; and
$15,000 in November 2006 at the same Hawaiian resort for a five night stay in a luxury
suite.
40.

Tomayko and others at I G spent at least $1.9 million of investor funds on first-

class travel and luxury hotel stays that appear at best only tenuously related to "legitimate"
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business expenses. I n addilon, $1.1million in cash withdrawals by Tomayko and other IGT
employees cannot be accounted for.

FIRST CLAIM

of-h3f*Plaintiff repeats and incorporates paragraphs 1through 40 of this Complaint by
reference as if set forth vehtim.
Defendants directly or indirectly, singly or in c o m r t with others, in the offer or
sale of securities, by use of the means and insbvmentalitiesof interstate commerce and by use
of the mails, have: (a) employed devices, schemes and artifices to defiaud; (b) made untrue
statements of material facts and omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the
statement. made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;
and (c) engaged in acts, practices and courses of business which operate as a fiaud and
deceit upon purchasers, prospective purchasers and other persons.
43.

As a part of and in furtherance of their scheme, Defendants directly and

indirectly, prepared, disseminated or used contracts, written o M n g documents, promotional
materials, investor and other correspondence, and oral representations, which contained untrue
statements of material facts and misrepresentatlow of material facts, and which omitted to
state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, including, but not limited to, those
set forth in Paragraphs 1through 40 above.
44.

With respect to violations of Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act,

Defendants were at least negligent in their actions regarding the representahions and omissions
alleged herein. With respect to violations of Section 17(a)(l) of the Securities Act, Defendants
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made the above-referenced misrepresentationsand omissions knowingly or with severe
recklessness regarding the truth.
of -1

SECOND CLAIM
of 1

-

Plaintiff repeats and incorporates paragraphs 1through 40 of this Complaint by
reference as if set fodh verbatim.
Defendants, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, in connection
with the purchase or sale of securities, by use of the means and instrumentalities of interstate
commerce and by use of the mails, have: (a) employed devices, schemes and artifices to
defraud; (b) made untrue statements of material facts and omitted to stak material facts
necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which
they were made, not misleading; and (c) engaged in acts, practices and courses of business
which operate as a fraud and deceit upon purchasers, -ve

purchasers and other

persons.
47.

As a part of and in furtherance of their scheme, Defendants, directly and

indirectly, prepared, disseminated or used contracts, written ofiring documents, promotional
materials, investor and other correspondence, and oral representations, which contained untnre
statements of material facts and misrepresentations of material facts, and which omitted to
state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, including, but not limited to, those
set forth in Paragraphs 1through 40 above.
48.

Defendants made the above-referenced misrepresentations and omissions

knowingly or with severe recklessness regarding the truth.
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THIRD CLAIM

Plaintiff repeats and incorporates paragraphs 1through 40 of this Complaint by
reference as if set forth verbatim.
50.

Defendants, directly or indirectly, singly and in concert with others, have been

offering to sell, selling and delivering after sale, certain securities, and have been, directly and
indirectly: (a) making use of the means and instruments of transportation and communication
in interstate commerce and of the mails to sell securities, through the use of written contracts,
offering documents and .otherwise; (b) carrying and causing to be carried through the mails and
in interstate commerce by the means and instruments of transportation, such securities for the
purpose of sale and for delivery after sale; and (c) making use of the means or instruments of
transportation and communication in interstate commerce and of the mails to offer to sell such
securities.
51.

No registration statements were ever filed with the Commission or otherwise in

effect with respect to the securities offered and sold by the Defendants.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court:

L
Permanently enjoin Defendants from violating Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a) of the
Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule lob-5, thereunder;
Order Defendants to disgorge an amount equal to the funds and benefits they obtained a result
of the violations alleged herein, plus prejudgment interest on that amount;
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IIOrder civil penalties against Defendants pursuant to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act
[15 U.S.C.

5 77t(d)], and Section 21(d) of the Exchange Act [IS U.S.C. 5 78u(d)], far their

securities law violations;

III.
Order Defendants to provide an accounting of the receipt, use and disposition of all
investor funds obtained as a result of the violations alleged herein; and

Grant such further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.
Date: August 13,2007

Respectfully submitted,

COMMISSION
801 Cherry St., 19th floor
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Office:(817) 978-6452
Fax: (817) 9784927
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